education

Ksenia

Anokhina
UI/UX Designer
kseniiia.nl
+31 6 22425160


anohinaksenia1701@gmail.com

Languages:
Russian (native
English (fluent, C2
German (beginner)
Skills:
Adobe Illustrato
Photosho
After Effect
Premier
Auditio
Procreat
Blende
Notio
Microsoft Offic
Figm
html, css, js (Vue.js
php (Processwire,
Wordpress)


ArtEZ University of Arts | Art, Design and Technology 

Arnhem, NL

2019-2022

Average score: 7.4/10
Minerva Academy | Design 

Groningen, NL

2018-2019

Average score: 8.8/10
HSE Lyceum | Specialisation in Design and Cultural studies
(gold medal) 

Moscow, Russia

2016-2018

Average score: 5/5
additional education

Metamedia | Into Blue Futures: A Speculative Workshop in
Strategic Foresight 

Pula, CR

2022
ArtEZ | Honours Programme “Mapping Hybrids”

Arnhem, NL

2020-2021
work experience

Taurus Media, NL | web-developer, UI/UX designer 

202
created a new visual identity and UI design in Figma for
Taurus media websit
created new graphics and redesigned logo
developed the design into a working responsive static
mock-u
created a dynamic version through a custom theme in
Wordpress



DOXA, RU | writer

2022
wrote an article about my experience volunteering at the
center for Ukrainian refugees that gathered 10.500 readers 


Claire Williams & Deborah Levy, BE | intern: web-developer,
researcher, UI/UX designer

202
researched the phenomenon of Soviet experimental
science practice
conducted and translated interview
created a UI/UX design for the database for artistic
research
took part in designing information structure of more than
100 entrie
developed the frontend responsive design for the
databas
developed the backend architecture using Processwire 






work 

experience

APRIA journal, NL | consultant: information designer

202
advised APRIA research platform in best ways of structuring their

content and social media posts to be more accessible and engaging  



ArtEZ Studium Generale “Lacing Lands”, NL | multimedia artist  

2020-202

did artistic research on land, politics and advocacy wor
created a collection of narrated essays, videos, and illustrations
designed and developed an interactive website 



Skillfactory, RU | online course editor

202

edited ‘Start Data Analysis’ courses



vdwoerd2, NL | illustrator, web-animator

2018-201

made illustrations for an environmental exhibition, album covers,
banner
created animated vector graphics for websites








volunteering 

experience

Feminist Anti-war Resistance (FAR), RU | Russian to English translator  

2022 - present
translate interviews for the Facebook page, book exerts, presentations
for events


OVD-info, RU | hotline operator, telegram bot operator, illustrator

2019 - presen
manage and update big databases (AirTable
respond to dozens of phone calls per shift
connect multiple teams together to resolve legal and medical issues
of Russan protestor
created a postcard illustration for the compaign meant to gain funds
for political prisoners


Helping to leave, RU | telegram bot operator, coordinator 

202
managed big knowledge systems (Notion
worked in a team of 20 to figure out the quickest and safest routes
from Ukranian cities
resolved logistical challenges of evacuating people from a war-zone 


HECTOLITRE, BE | art residency 

2021


CLEVER FRANKE, Dutch Design Week, NL | promotion

201
explaned to visiting groups the possible applications of the
technology behind the artwork





other

ArtEZ Scholarship holder (2019-2022) 


Erasmus+ grant holder (2021)
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